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Tips for Creating LGBT-lnclusive Classrooms 
Classrooms that are welcoming and productive learning environments for students of all gender 
and sexual orientations are consistent with GVSU's institutional commitment to diversity and inclus 

A note on pronouns 
You have an opportunity to set a classroom tone at the beginning of the semester that makes all 
students feel welcome, validated, and included. Remember that identity is complex, and you cann 
person's gender identity just by looking at them. We encourage you to normalize a practice of not 
assuming names or pronouns. Many students will use familiar pronouns, either "she/her/hers" or 
"he/him/his," but others may use "they/them/their" or other gender neutral pronouns. Using "they/them" 
pronouns to refer to a single person has been common in vernacular English for a long time, but it may 
take some practice! 

To create inclusive classrooms, respect pronouns even when you make mistakes or feel uncomfortable 
doing so. If you make a mistake, acknowledge it, apologize, and move on. See also, 
gvsu.edu/lgbtrc/classroom. 

On the first day of class 
Create opportunities for students to tell you what 
name and pronouns they use. 
Model name and pronoun use through your own 
introduction: "My name is Tony Matthews. Please 
call me Professor Matthews. My pronouns are she, 
her, and hers." 
Take steps to protect students' privacy by, for 
example, not reading first and last names off of 
your roster. 
Emphasize that your classroom is a place where all 
identities are respected. 
Add information to your syllabus about how and 
where students can access information about 
GVSU's myName process: gvsu.edu/lgbtrc/names. 
This is a new process that allows GVSU students, 
faculty, and staff to use a name other than their 
le name everywhere a legal name is not required. 

Attend LG T Resource Center trainings and programs. 
Take resp nsibility for educating yourself on terminology and concepts around gender 
Identity d sexual orientation. 

• Familia e yourself with campus, state, and national issues impacting the LGBTQIA+ 
ity. 

rt any incidents of bias or harassment. For information about GVSU's policies and links to 
eporting forms, see gvsu.edu/reporting. 

ch o o us with questions or to request a consultation! 

After the first day 
Use the name and pronouns students ask you 
to use and correct mistakes. 
Avoid segregating or grouping students by 
sex, gender, or other identity. 

• Work to minimize hurtful or derogatory 
speech in your classroom. 
Remember that no student can speak 
behalf of an identity group. 
Avoid referring to students as "Mr," "M 
"ladies," "gentlemen," "Sir," etc. 
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